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David Feinberg. Drawing contributions from Romanian Survivors: Max 
Goodman and Edith Goodman and artists: Kelly Frush, Jennifer 
Barnett, Diane Grace Goodman, Lucy Smith, David Harris, and 
Solomon Atta. 
 
Max and Edith both lived in Romania with their families when the 
deportation of Romanian Jews began. Max was 16 years old and Edith 
was 10 years old. Forty thousand Jews were expected to cross the 
River Dniester on ferries, which held 12 people at a time. It took three 
months to transport the 40,000 Jews across the river.  
 
Independent militias instantly killed many Jews who made it across. A 
Hungarian militia—which Max thinks had a few Jews in it—saved his 
family from being killed. Edith’s father bribed a Polish member of the 
militia, convincing him not to kill the family. Those not killed by the 
militias were marched up a mountain. Many people, young and old, 
died on this mountain from over-exertion and lack of food. Edith 
remembers seeing a dead woman being covered with a black cloth, 
her feet sticking out of the sheet. 
 
Max and Edith each chose a different color representing their hardships 
during this time in their respective lives. A canvas was laid in the 
middle of the floor and a team of artists dropped paint onto it. The 
artists dipped paper towels in the paint and dragged them across the 
canvas. The canvas was tipped on its side to create vertical drips. 
Photocopies of the photographs were collaged onto the canvas. Max 
discovered a mountain in the abstraction and each artist contributed a 
representation of people marching up the mountain. Edith painted the 
black cloth-covered woman she had witnessed. 
 
The two blue shapes represent Max and Edith today. They are 
breaking free from the black outlines that represent their past. After 
the Holocaust ended, Max and Edith met and realized they had been in 
the same places at the same times, unknowingly. They later married. 


